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Abstract—Traditional vision-based hand gesture recognition
systems is limited under dark circumstances. In this paper, we
build a hand gesture recognition system based on microwave
transceiver and deep learning algorithm. A Doppler radar sensor
with dual receiving channels at 5.8GHz is used to acquire a big
database of hand gestures signals. The received hand gesture
signals are then processed with time-frequency analysis. Based
on these big database of hand gesture, we propose a new
classification architecture called deformable deep convolutional
generative adversarial network. Experimental results shows the
new architecture can upgrade the recognition rate by 10% and
the deformable kernel can reduce the testing time cost by 30%.
I. INTRODUCTION
Hand gesture recognition is always a popular study topic
in the computer science, due to its wide application in real
life systems like security safety and entertainment devices. The
traditional hand gesture recognition systems basically relies on
cameras and videos [1].Though camera-based recognition tech-
niques are mature, they have some inborn limitations Firstly,
they are not work well in the dark situation because the system
is based on visual and recognition rate will intensely fall [2].
Besides, the system requires high computational and power
resources, which restrained them from standalone usage. In
addition, the nature of visual-based recognition system will
cause the potential privacy leakage problems.
Recently, hand gesture recognition based on microwave has
begun to gain popularity in public view [3]–[5]. Compared with
traditional methods, microwave-based hand gesture recognition
systems has its own advantages. To begin with, while camera
sets can severely affected by the light condition, microwave sig-
nals are not free of lightings and can even transmitting through
total darkness. Secondly, microwave signal can generated and
received by cost-effective but well designed microchips. Thus,
it can be energy-friendly and independent from expensive
hardware, which enables wide application of this technique on
standalone devices possible. Thirdly, the microwave-based sys-
tem obviously has no worries about privacy leakage. Because
microwave-based on process the signal but not the images.
However, compared to the massive number of researches on
the visual-based hand gesture recognition system, there are few
literatures about the radar’s usage on gesture recognition until
recently. Some of the researches only focus on radar’s signal
on E-band or WLAN band. In [6], the author use the mono-
static radar cross section measurements of a human hand for
radar-based gesture recognition system in E-band. The obvious
limitation of this certain system is E-band is too high and too
expensive for wide applications on standalone devices in real
life. In addition, the researcher in [7] proposed a gesture recog-
nition system that adopt Wi-Fi signals to enable whole-home
sense network. Because Wi-Fi signal can travel through walls.
However, 2.4GHz Wi-Fi signal is too crowded for massive
application. On the other hand, there are several hand gesture
recognition works focus on human falling detection. High accu-
racy falling detection from normal movements was achieved by
Zig-bee module in computer [8]. In addition, researchers adopt
ultra-band microwave [9] and coherent frequency-modulated
continuous-wave(FMCW) [10] in their system. However, these
attempts focus mainly on motion detection rather than fine-
grained signal processing.
Based on the good quality of microwaves, we attempt to build
a hand gesture recognition system based on microwave radar
and try to solve the problem using deep learning algorithm on
big database. To get the big database of hand gesture, we firstly
have to build a hardware architecture. In our system, we use a
Doppler-radar sensor with dual receiving channels at 5.8GHz
to acquire of massive samples of 24 standard hand gesture
combination categories. Then we applied two time-frequency
analysis, short-time Fourier transform and continuous wavelet
transform, to the time-domain signal, and use those results as
the foundation of the classification. Here comes the tricky part.
When we do the classification using traditional convolutional
neural network, it works really well when the standard gesture
category is small. But the over-fitting problem of the model
appears when the number of categories became larger. This
is due to the reality that we have limited samples to train
the model. Another problem we are facing is that the testing
time on the demo became too longer when size of the sample
database increases and the model become too complex. So, the
main focus of our work is to tackle two problems rising with
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the expanding of gestures and limited database:the over fitting
performance and the long testing time.
The main contribution of this paper is that we propose a De-
formable Deep Convolutional Generated Adversarial Network
(De-DCGAN) as the classification method to solve these two
problems.
1) Based on the GAN(Generated Adversarial Networks),
we replace pooling layers with strides convolutions in
discriminator and fractional-strided convolutions in gen-
erators.
2) We adopt scaled exponential linear units as activation
layers in generators and discriminators, which enable the
network to self-normalize.
3) We utilize deformable convolutional kernel in all the
convolutional layers.
After training on the real hand gesture database we collect,
we can use the discriminator individually as the classifier.
Several experiments are performed to test the modifications’
performance on our database. The experiments shows that the
proposed architecture not only increase the correct recognition
rate with different gesture combinations, but also decrease
the time of testing. To sum up, our proposed system proves
the feasibility of the De-DCGAN of tackling time and over-
fitting problems. And the experiments shows a great potential
on De-DCGAN’s performance on microwave-based gesture
recognition system.
The paper is structured as follows. Section II gives the system
design and the time-frequency analysis. Section III introduces
the deformable deep convolutional generative adversarial net-
work. Section IV discusses the results of our experiments.
Finally, conclusion remarks are drawn in Section V.
II. SYSTEM DESIGN AND PRE-ANALYSIS
A. System outline
The operation flow of hand gesture recognition system is
approved as Fig. 1. The first step is data acquisition. The
database is essentially composed of the received signal samples
from different hand gesture. We establish 24 standard gestures
(combinations from 4 basic gestures circle, square, tick, cross)
as examples in our research.
Then, we do time-frequency analysis of the time-domain
signals from the database. Here, we use two stable and efficient
time-frequency analysis algorithms. The first is known as short-
time Fourier transform and the second is called continuous
wavelet transform. The analysis results are the foundations of
the classification.
Finally, we proposed a new Deformable Deep Convolutional
Generative Adversarial Network(De-DCGAN) architecture de-
rived from Deformable Convolutional Network(DCN) and Deep
Convolutional Generated Adversarial Network(DCGAN) as the
classification method. In this step,we mainly focus on two prob-
lems, the first is the over-fitting performance and the second
is the long testing time. Based on the DCGAN architecture,
we made a modifications to original DCGAN and replace the
kernel with deformable ones. Following are the specific design
of each processing step in the system.
Data Acquisition
Time Frequency 
Analysis
Classification
Fig. 1. System Operation Flow
B. Data Acquisition
In order to obtain a well-performance and cost-effective
transceiver platform for applications, we design a coherent zero
Intermediate Frequency (IF) architecture with a symmetric sub-
carrier modulation.
The system is designed to operate in the 5.8GHz band. Two
different transmit and receive channels are designed to be based
on individual modules for different chips for ordinary Wi-Fi
applications. By the bandwidth of the chip, the frequency of
the two sub-carriers will be set to about 6MHz. Select ADI’s
AD7357 two ADC chips for bandpass sampling. The sampling
frequency used is about 100 Hz, well below all sub-carriers
Finally, the USB port will receive the sampled data from the
computer acquisition port.
Fig. 2 shows the completed experiment setup of how the
data is collected. In the conducted experiments, this setting
is placed in a conventional laboratory environment with thick
walls and metal cabinets. In our hand gesture recognition tran-
ceiving system, 24 hand gestures are set as the basic reference
hand gestures, which are combinations of circle, square, right,
cross. All the gestures are captured at a same speed and the
same time window of 1 second. And the gestures are in the
horizontal plane in front of the antennas. At last, a total of
38400 samples were acquired at different distances from the
tranceiving antennas, d = [0.3, 0.5, 1.0] (in meters). For each
distance, hand gestures were picturing with two different scales,
r = [0.2, 0.5] (in meters). In our experiments, we capture all the
samples with 4 volunteers, for each gestures of certain distance
and scale. In total, 38400 hand gesture samples were completely
collected to the database.
C. Time-Frequency Analysis
In this subsection, we apply time-frequency analysis to see
more feature difference between 24 reference gestures. Time-
frequency analysis is good way to do that, which is a two-
dimensional figure picturing the signal’s spectrum change with
time. The most common methods of time-frequency analysis
Fig. 2. Experiment setup for data acquisition
are short-time Fourier transform (STFT) [11] and continuous
wavelet transform (CWT) [12].z
The short-time Fourier transform or the short-term Fourier
transform is a Fourier-dependent transformation for determining
the sinusoidal frequency and the phase content of the local
portion of the signal over time. Compared with the Fourier
transform, it focuses on instantaneous frequency information.
But STFT has a small drawback, that is, the width of the time
window is inversely proportional to the width of the frequency
window. This means that high resolution in the time domain
results in low resolution being the frequency domain and vice
versa. The width of the sliding window limits the frequency
resolution of the STFT. Continuous wavelet transform (CWT)
is another wonderful way to solve this problem.
The result of the time-frequency analysis are the foundations
of the following classification.
III. ADVANCED CLASSIFICATION BASED ON DEFORMABLE
DEEP CONVOLUTIONAL GENERATIVE ADVERSARIAL
NETWORKS
Based on the features extracted from the last section, the
next step in to use apply classification to justify those defined
gestures.
In the original design, we applied original convolutional
neural networks, which is really effective on our samples, as
classification method. However, with the experiments going on,
limits on the original convolutional neural network architecture
came up. The most obvious ones are as follows:
• With the expanding class of gesture classes, the over-
fitting effect of the classification increases due to the
limited sample of hand gestures. Since all of the samples
are retrieved by real people collection and the increasing
demand of hand gesture samples became a burden, the
classification method need improvement to eliminate the
false effect from the size of database.
• During the real-life testing, the processing time of testing
is long if the hardware is aged or outdated. The main
reason of the long testing time is data redundancy. We
should find a way to train the network to recognize the
unnecessary information during the training process to
shorten the time of testing.
Focusing on these two limitation, we are ready to tackle the
problem one by one combining based on Deformable Deep
Convolutional Generative Adversarial Networks(De-DCGAN),
which is an improved version of DCGAN.
Core to our approach to De-DCGAN is adopting and modi-
fying two recently demonstrated changes to CNN architectures.
To begin with, background of Generative adversarial net-
works(GANs) [13] needs to be explained. Generated adversarial
networks is an artificial intelligence algorithm for unsupervised
machine learning. It is implemented by the system of two neural
networks competing with each other in the zero-sum game
framework. They were first introduced by Ian Goodfellow et
al. The main component of GAN is two competing networks,
a generating model G capture data distribution, and a discrimi-
nant model D, which estimates the probability that the sample
comes from training data rather than G. [14]
Deep Convolutional Generative Adversarial
Networks(DCGAN) [15] is an improved convolutional
networks. The main contribution of DCGAN team is they
propose and evaluate a set of constraints on the architectural
topology of Convolutional GANs that make them stable to
train in most settings. By far, it is the most stable architecture
to train in most settings and the most convenient architecture
for both generating samples and improving classification rate.
Another modification is Deformable Convolutional Net-
works(DCN) [16]. The traditional convolutional neural net-
works are inherently limited to model geometric transforma-
tions due to the xed geometric structures in its building mod-
ules. DCN introduces two new modules to enhance the trans-
formation modeling capacity of CNNs, namely, deformable
convolution and deformable RoI pooling. The new modules can
readily replace their plain counterparts in existing CNNs and
can be easily trained end-to-end by standard back-propagation,
giving rise to deformable convolutional networks.
We propose De-DCGAN based on the two methods above
and create a new architecture in our scenario as in Fig.3.
De-DCGAN firstly did the following modifications based on
the original CNN architecture.
A. Replace pooling layers with strided convolutions in discrim-
inator and fractional-strided convolutions in generators
Pooling layers are commonly used for conventional convo-
lution neural networks. In order to understand the effect of this
alternative, we must review the traditional CNN architecture of
the convolution layer and layer function. We denote the feature
map produced by certain layer of a CNN by f . It can be taken
as a 3-dimensional matrix of size W ×H ×N where W and
H means the width and height and the N is the number of
channels. Then p-norm pooling with size k and stride s applied
to the featured map f is a featured map f is a 3D matrix s(f)
with the following entries:
si,j,u(f) = (
k∑
h=−k
k∑
w=−k
|fg(h,w,i,j,u)|p)1/p (1)
Fig. 3. De-DCGAN Architecture
where g(h,w, i, j, u) = s · i+ h, s · j +w, u) is the translation
to calculate the according position in s to positions in f with
respect to s, p is the norm order of p− norm (when p comes
to infinite, it equals max-pooling layer).Usually, pooling layers
don’t overlap, which occurs when r > k; but the conventional
CNN architecture we used includes overlap pooling layers with
k = 3 and r = 2. Compare the pooling layer defined above to
the convolutional layer applied to the feature defined as:
ci,j,o(f) = λ(
k∑
h=−k
k∑
w=−k
N∑
u=1
θh,w,u,o · fg(h,w,u,o)) (2)
where θ are the local weights (or the kernel weights, or filters),
λ(·) is the activation function, which will be discussed later,
and o ∈ [1,M ] is the number of output feature (or channel) of
the convolutional layer.
After comparing we noticed that the main function of the
pooling layers are the following two: 1) reduction of the spatial
dimension which can enlarge the input size possibility 2)the p-
norm makes the representation in a CNN more invariant. Since
only the second is the crucial part of a CNN architecture, we
try to replace the pooling layer with a convolutional layer with
certain stride. For example, to replace a pooling layer with a
3× 3 pooling kernel and stride parameter r = 2, we replace it
with a convolutional layer with same stride and corresponding
kernel size and same number of output channels.
B. Use Scaled Exponential Linear Units in Generators and
Discriminators
The second modification is that we use a novel activation
layer called ”scaled exponential linear units”(SELU) in our
networks, both in generators and discriminators.
In traditional CNN networks, people use rectified linear
unit(ReLU) as activation layer. It has became the most com-
monly used activation layer since it has been brought up in 2012
[17] .Compared to tanh and sigmoid, it has great qualities over
like non-saturating and quick convergence speed. However, it
has its own limit. ReLU is highly dependent to initialization
and it can easy cause dead neurons if the learning rate is
too big. That’s where batch normalization(BN) comes [18].
Batch Normalization is to normalize the ReLU layer at each
batch, which maintains the zero mean and unit variance of the
activation output. By applying batch Normalization, we can not
only improve the gradient flow through the network, but also
allows higher learning rates. Besides, it can reduce the strong
dependence on initialization. However, the application of BN
to each activation layer increase the complexity and training
time of each epoch.
Recently, a new activation layer called ”scaled exponential
linear units”(SELU) is proposed [19]. SELU has all the best
properties that ReLU has. Besides, the best part of SELU
activations is that it can guarantee the output of each of many
network layers will converge towards zero mean and unit
variance. So we can discard Batch Normalization layer after
every activation layer and ease the burden of longer training
time caused by them. Due to its great properties, we adopt
SELU in generators and discriminators. The SELU activation
function is given by
selu(x) = λ
{
x if x > 0
αex − α if x ≤ 0 (3)
The application of SELU in our architectures allows us to
train it in deep network with many layer. Besides, it em-
ploys strong regularization schemes, realize high learning and
achieves high stability of the model.
In order to compare the performance of SELU, we will show
you a comparison test between BN+ReLU and SELU in the
next section.
C. Use Deformable Convolutional Kernel
Besides, we transform all the convolutional layer into de-
formable ones. A traditional 2D convolution comes the two
steps: 1) Use the regular grid R to sample the input feature
graph x; 2) The sum of the sampled values weighted by w.
The grid R defines the size and expansion of the receiving
field. For example, R = (−1, 1), (−1, 0), ..., (0, 1), (1, 1) denes
a 5×5 kernel with dilation 1.
For the output function graph y for each location p0, we have
y(p0) =
∑
Pn∈R
w(pn) ∗ x(p0 + pn) (4)
The deformable convolution increases the conventional grid
R with the offset {4pn|n = 1, ..., N}, where N = |R|. Eq.(4)
becomes
y(p0) =
∑
Pn∈R
w(pn) ∗ x(p0 + pn +4pn) (5)
Now, the sampling is over the irregular and offset locations
pn +4pn . As the offset 4p n is typically fractional, Eq. (2)
is implemented via bilinear interpolation as
x(p) =
∑
q
G(q, p) · x(q) (6)
where p denotes an arbitrary (fractional) location (p = p0 +
pn+4pn for Eq. (2)), q enumerates all integral spatial locations
in the feature map x, and G(·, ·) is the bilinear interpolation
kernel. Note that G is two dimensional. It is separated into two
one dimensional kernels as
G(q, p) = g(qx, px) · g(qy, py) (7)
where g(a, b) = max(0, 1−|a−b|). Eq. (3) is fast to compute
as conv G(q, p) is non-zero only for a few qs.
As shown in Fig. 1, the offset is obtained by applying a con-
volution layer on the same input feature map. The convolution
kernel has the same spatial resolution as the current convolution
layer (for example, 5 times5 in Figure 4). It is obvious that the
output offset field has the same spatial resolution as the input
feature map.
Encoding the N2D offset vector, the channel dimension
is 2N . During the training process, you can understand the
convolution kernel used to generate the output feature and
generate the offset. The gradient that is enforced on the de-
formable convolution module can be propagated backwards by
the bilinear mapping operation in the formula. (6) and (7).
IV. EXPERIMENT RESULT
Since this design mainly focus on the new classification
architecture, we mainly focuses on four questions:
• Whether De-DCGAN architecture can generate samples
with good quality
• Whether De-DCGAN architecture can reduce the over-
fitting and increase the recognition rate
• Whether SELU activations improve the architecture’s per-
formance
• Whether Deformable kernel can eliminate the testing time
cost
Fig. 4. Illustration of 5 × 5 deformable convolution.
We trained our samples on the NVEDIA TITAN GPU and
test the result using MacBook 2016 CPU.
For the first question, after 25 epochs, we can see from that
the training process can give out the good quality generated
pictures as Fig.5 to enlarge the database for classification.
Fig. 5. Generated pictures
For the second question, we cross examined the recognition
testing rate using four original (real data, not generated ones)
on two independent trained model, one based on the traditional
CNN architecture, another one based on the new De-DCGAN
architecture. Both models are trained by 50 epochs. The result
shows in the Table 1.
TABLE I
RECOGNITION RATE WITH TRADITIONAL CNN AND DE-DCGAN
Average Rate Traditional CNN De-DCGAN
Gesture 1 72.3% 87.4%
Gesture 2 79.8% 93.3%
Gesture 3 75.7% 85.7%
Gesture 4 76.7% 90.9%
For the third question, to test the performance and quality of
SELU activation layer, we bring three sets as comparisons on
the same dataset: ReLU+BN, SELU+BN and just SELU. The
second corresponding set is to prove the SELU activation has
the same good quality as the combination of ReLU and BN.
TABLE II
ACTIVATIONS LAYER COMPARISON: BN+RELU OR SELU
Average Rate ReLU+BN SELU+BN SELU
Gesture 1 79.5% 89.6% 87.6%
Gesture 2 78.2% 88.7% 90.6%
Gesture 3 77.6% 85.7% 85.7%
Gesture 4 74.9% 80.9% 81.0%
As we can see from the test result, the testing result tells
us that SELU has a better quality than ReLU from the testing
recognition rate. And the rate between SELU and SELU+BN
proves that SELU itself has the convergence quality of BN.
Thus the rate did not change that much after cutting down the
BN layer.
Lastly, for the last question, we examined the recognition
time with the traditional architecture with normal convolution
kernel and the De-DCGAN with the deformable kernel. The
result shows in the Table 3.
TABLE III
TESTING TIME WITH TRADITIONAL CNN AND DE-DCGAN
Testing time Traditional CNN De-DCGAN
Gesture 1 590ms 360ms
Gesture 2 580ms 366ms
Gesture 3 700ms 479ms
Gesture 4 706ms 482ms
As we can see from the Table 2, the testing time decreases
like 30% in average. Actually, the time cost decrease comes
from the increase of the training time. But since we don’t
have constraints on the training time in our case, the result
is acceptable.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper proposes a Deformable Deep Convolutional Gen-
erated Adversarial Networks used on hand gesture recognition
systems. Our system adopted Doppler-radar sensor with dual
receiving channels at 5.8 GHz to acquire large hand gesture
reference library of 24 hand gesture combinations. We applied
two time-frequency analysis, short-time Fourier transform and
continuous wavelet transform, as the foundation of the classi-
fication. The main focus of the work is to tackle two problems
rising with the expanding of gestures and limited database:the
over-fitting performance and the long testing time.
The major contribution of our work is we proposed a De-
formable Deep Convolutional Generated Adversarial Networks
as the classification method to solve these two problems. At
first, we did some modifications to the original GAN archi-
tecture to suit our scenario. Besides, we adopted deformable
convolutional kernel in all the convolutional layers. The exper-
iments shows that the proposed architecture not only increase
the correct recognition rate with different gesture combinations,
but also decrease the time of testing.
To sum up, our proposed system proves the feasibility of
the De-DCGAN of tackling time and over-fitting problems.
And the experiments shows a great potential on De-DCGAN’s
performance on radar-based gesture recognition system.
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